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DIANETICS

MAJOR AUDITING FAULTS

The major Dianetic auditing faults observed over a large number of recent case super-
vised sessions are:

1. Not doing it. Not doing it at all. Finding something but not running it out. Not con-
tinuing down the chain. Not continuing to audit what is now troubling the PC. Not
finding a new chain or somatic to erase.

2. Crossing Dianetics WITH Scientology. These are two separate subjects. All the data
of Dianetics that is used in practise is contained in the Dianetics course.

3. Invalidating what the pc says it is. Changing what the PC says on the Health Form.
Refusing to take what the PC gives as the incident because the auditor considers it not
to be a Lock, Secondary, or Engram.

4. Not discharging each incident contacted on the chain. Only doing one run through
an incident then going earlier leaving restimulated incidents all over the track.

5. Ceasing to run the chain after obtaining an F/N on a lock or secondary. Failure to
distinguish between key-out and erasure.

6. Failing to use Dianetic assists on person who has had recent operation, accident,
or severe loss. Failing to erase the engram chain as soon as possible after the accident.
Neglecting one’s fellows and not using Dianetics to help them.

7. Following narrative chain instead of somatic chain.

8. Attempting to run out a medical term. Running migraine headache, sciatica, etc. in-
stead of finding out what it feels like to the PC and using that for a chain.

9. Assigning a pc with psychotic history to a non-standard auditor. With such a PC
you have to be very careful to go to F/N or erase and not let them be goofed up by an
auditor who doesn’t follow exact procedure and the Auditors Code.

10. Failing to erase the cause of something. When you fail to erase the cause of some-
thing you can expect it to come back. It may even come back at the end of the session.

11. Assigning husband-wife type auditing teams. This should be avoided when ever
possible as it requires a very good auditor indeed to be effective when he or she is also
the husband or wife.

12. Running items taken randomly instead of doing a meter assessment, taking largest
read, checking for PC interest and then running.
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13. Taking up a new somatic when the pc mentions it instead of continuing to erase the
chain already started.

14. Improper R3R procedure. Particularly doing duration step on second and subsequent
runs through the same incident. See HCOB 27 April 1969.

15. Running an incident or somatic chain pc is not interested in. Read was on protest,
not on the somatic.

16. Not asking the pc after second run through if it is getting more solid or erasing.

17. Out admin. Mainly illegible reports and not stating what chain is being run or how.

18. Invalidating pc ability to erase. Done by trying to get an earlier incident when the
current incident is erasing, or by continuing to grind on with something already erased.

19. Grinding on an incident too late on the chain.

20. Auditor not understanding erasure. Common one is auditor thinking a picture get-
ting more visible is erasing.

21. Auditing a pc who doesn’t know what is happening. PC doesn’t understand what a
session is or what Erasure, Locks, Secondaries, or Engrams are.

22. Giving altered training or evaluative examination. Messing up the material being
taught or the standard so he fails to learn the exact simplicity of Dianetics in the first
place.

The main fault of Dianetics has been not doing it. Standard Dianetics fully applied
produced miraculous results.
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